Kindergarten
February Newsletter
Our February Mindset is:
Mistakes are proof I am trying.

Important inf0:
-Please be sure to be informed of the school’s
happenings through reading the weekly Comet
updates (sent to your emails).
Virtual Snow days are held thru the Google
Classroom/Meets.
Remember that the teachers can be reached via email
and we will respond in a timely fashion.

abonner@jfkcatholic.com
aporter@jfkcatholic.com

Language Arts:
During the month of February, the weekly topics in
the Wonder series include: seasons,stormy weather,
how to stay safe in stormy weather,and baby
animals The letters and sounds will be: /b/, /ll/,
/k/,and /u/.
The target skills for Reading are: decoding skills,
high-frequency words (she, was, for, have, of and
they), and sequencing skills.

Other important websites: are:

The English lessons will be plural nouns as well as
the present and past tense of verbs.

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/school/lg4e
(Wonders Reading program) The login information
was sent home in September with an instruction
sheet.

Please continue to review the Dolch word rings as
well as log onto the Wonder website. This is a
wonderful resource to facilitate further learning.

www.jfkcatholic.com - The school website has
important info as well as our monthly
newsletters for Kindergarten.

Religion:
The children will be learning about the parts of the
Mass. They are participating in the Mass on Fridays
at 8:15. We view the Mass on youtube at wwg1829 or
attend for our scheduled time in person. We are
teaching the children when to sit, stand and kneel
reverently. They are learning the prayers as well.

Mathematics:
The following concepts will be taught: represent
subtraction as taking away and taking apart,
subtract 1 from numbers 1 through 10, subtract 2
from numbers 2 through 10, subtract 3 from
numbers 3 through 10, subtract 4 from numbers 4
through 10, identify subtraction patterns , use tenframes to subtract from 10, to use a number sentence
to solve problems and to count quantities from 10-20.

Some thoughts to share:
* School is a building that has four walls – with
tomorrow inside.

IMPORTANT NEWS:
REGISTRATION BEGINS ON
MONDAY, FEB. 1ST FOR THE
NEW SCHOOL YEAR. DON’T
FORGET TO RE-ENROLL!

*Education without God is like a ship without a
compass.
*All of our dreams can come true, if we have the
courage.

